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Dear Reader,
After a pause of two years, one of the biggest business aviation events, EBACE 2022 was held.
It ensured that further developments in sustainability, new technologies and evolving regulations will reshape the industry, and gave a glimpse of what business aviation could look like in
years to come. Detailed reports by Ayushee Chaudhary on the EBACE Conference, including
sessions on Sustainability and Innovations, are included in this issue of BizAvIndia.
Showcasing some of the other initiatives towards ‘Sustainability’ is Gulfstream. While
the BA/GA fraternity is working hard to achieve certain defined goals on the ‘Sustainability’
front, Gulfstream has always been the leader on this with various initiatives. They were also
the first to sign the World Economic Forum’s Clean Skies for Tomorrow 2030 Ambition Statement. With these factors in view, an Exclusive interview with Christian Falthman, Director
– Public and Media Relations, Gulfstream Aerospace has been included in this issue.
After two years of virtual interactions, the business aviation fraternity of India reconvened in Hyderabad for the 6th edition of the BizAvIndia Conference held on March 23,
2022. Organised by the Business Aircraft Operators Association (BAOA), the conference’s
theme was GA/BA - The Growth Enabler. Ayushee Chaudhary reports on how the conference
aimed to capture the social and economic impact of BA/GA. In his presentation, at the conference, JetHQ President, Rohit Kapur highlighted some of the pain points that exist in the
Indian business aviation market but can be done away with shortly if the appropriate actions
are taken to make life easy for a seller as well as a buyer. He addressed certain regulatory
concerns as well that don’t necessarily need to be as stringent.
Business Aviation needs standardisation of rules and regulation globally. These were
pearls of wisdom from Ted Farid, Chaiman of JetHQ, an Industry Veteran and an old friend
of 15 years. He sat down with Ayushee Chaudhary of BizAvIndia for an exlusive conversation
published here within.
Also, in this issue of the magazine, we have Rajan Mehra, CEO, Club One Air, underlining
the need for government’s assistance in accelerating the growth in this sector, along the same
lines as the UDAN scheme. Sudhir S. Rajeshirke, Chief Operating Officer, JetClub Europe
talks about the fixed-base operator (FBO) industry in his article, adding that they deliver high
quality and time-critical functions in the entire business aviation ecosystem and can really
transform the sector in India.
Wishing all Very Pleasant Flying Times!

MEMBER / PARTNER OF

J. Baranwal
Editor-in-Chief
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message from president, baoa

president

Business Aircraft Operators Association
Dear BAOA Members,
The biennial Hyderabad Airshow jointly organised by Ministry of Civil Aviation and Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce & Industry (FICCI) went of very well in last week of March this year and saw attendance of
global aviation professionals. In particular, the sixth edition of BizAvIndia conference held on March 23, 2022 was
well received and attended by most of the GA/BA operators and the ecosystem.
Business Aviation in these difficult pandemic times has proved its utility not only as a productivity tool but also as
a safety (hygiene), security and a rescue (ambulance) tool. It has proved its point well beyond the stigma of being
recognised as a luxury. BAOA has clearly emerged as a unified voice of the GA/BA industry effectively representing
the issues at various regulatory as well as opinion forum.
BAOA has successfully crossed the first decade of build-up phase and rightfully recognised one of its prime contributors Mr. Rohit Kapur by conferring a well-deserved outstanding achievement award. Being the founder President, his single-minded dogged determination is one of the reasons we see BAOA where it is today. Kudos to him,
his indelible footprint in BAOAs journey is hard to fill. It is entirely my loss, that I could not attend this event due to
a health issue that prevented my air travel.
Various aspects such as importance of helicopters in our economic growth, GIFT city as a new avenue for financing
aircraft purchases, fractional ownership, were some of the aspects covered by experts from our Industry. I would
like to place on record our sincere appreciation of our Managing Director Group Captain R.K. Bali and Mr. Jayant
Baranwal, Publisher and Editor-in-Chief, SP Guide Publications for their tireless effort to make this event successful, as well as keep our issues in forefront of this magazine.
With the Russian invasion of Ukraine likely to shape up the near term future, we will all keep our eyes on those
developments, the consequent changing world order and the impact it has on geo-politics as well as economies
across the world.
Wishing you all Happy landings! Jai Hind!
Thanks & Regards

Sudhir Nayak
President, BAOA.
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INDUSTRY REFORMS

India’s BA Industry
as on Today
 By Rajan Mehra

CEO, Club One Air,
Former India Head, Qatar Airways

Private aviation will grow exponentially,
given the changing circumstances, but the
government needs to assist in accelerating
the growth in this sector, along the same
lines as the UDAN scheme

PHOTOGRAPHs: Club One Air

Passengers now like the safety, convenience and hygiene of a private jet even though it may be somewhat more expensive
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INDUSTRY REFORMS

T

he Covid crisis has hit
most industries hard. However,
the aviation industry, along with
the hospitality and travel industries have been hit the hardest,
with global losses estimated to be to the
tune of 80 billion dollars. However, the
good news is that the aviation industry
has bounced back quicker than expected,
with Business aviation leading the charge.

flying private
If the Covid pandemic highlighted anything, it is how much safer and healthier
it is to fly private! The luxury of private
flying, which was typically associated
with the rich and famous, is now focused
on health and safety. With safety becoming paramount in the pandemic stricken
world, and safety becoming a highly
sought after commodity, Business aviation
has bounced back with great speed.
We at Club One Air have seen an
an Interior of club one air falcon aircraft
extremely healthy rise of 100 per cent in
our passenger figures post covid period
in the last few months. We have, of course, had to innovate and will grow exponentially, given the changing circumstances. Pasadapt to this new normal. Our aircraft are now completely sani- sengers now want to avoid the crowds at terminal buildings and
tized, our crew medical history is now recorded and crew inter- would prefer spaces available in private aviation terminals. They
face with clients is kept discreet. We provide sanitizers to all also see many other benefits like immense time-saving, ability to
clients. We also see more passengers who flew private for their fly from anywhere to anywhere at their own time-table and being
domestic requirements but chose to fly international through able to cover multiple cities on the same day and time. However,
commercial airlines, given the cost factor, are now choosing to fly the government needs to assist in accelerating the growth in this
international through private charters too! These passengers who sector, along the same lines as the UDAN scheme.
may have been using first or business class in commercial airlines,
would now like the safety, convenience and hygiene of a private reforms required
jet even though it may be somewhat more expensive. Corporate Lack of GA/BA infrastructure at most of metro airports in India has
clients have also realised that when they travel in numbers of been a big impediment for the growth of this sector. Though steps
have been taken in the last few years, the
9-10, the difference in the cost of a charpace would need to be accelerated. Also,
ter vis-à-vis a comparable business/first
airport operators have historically given
class seat is not extreme.
preference to scheduled operators when
We have also discovered that there is
it comes to landing, parking etc. Unfair/
a new set of clients who have decided to
unjustified royalty or “revenue share”
shift from flying commercial to the inherLack of GA/BA
over and above the authorised charges for
ent, inbuilt safety of flying private. They
services like ground handling and mainwould not like to put their families and
infrastructure
tenance, levied on BA/GA operators is
themselves to a crowded airport environat most of metro
making the business unviable. Some of
ment with hundreds of other passengers.
the operational requirements specifically
The new General Aviation Terminal has
airports in India has
imposed on BA/GA industry, like AOR
made a huge difference for passengers
been a big impediment
clearances before operating to military
who fly private. There are no queues,
airports, restrict seamless operations of
minimum interface with others and a
for the growth of
NSOP aircraft.
very short distance to cover before you
this sector. Though
At Club One Air, we pride ourselves
are in the aircraft. Whereas traditionally
steps have been taken
in providing global level services to our
our flying profile was 70 per cent domesesteemed clients. Club One Air operates
tic and 30 per cent international, it is now
in the last few years,
a state-of-the art fleets of business jets,
50 per cent each for international and
the pace would need
which includes five Falcon 2000 aircraft,
domestic travel. We also see general aviawhich are the most sought after luxury jets
tion growing at a rapid pace post Covid.
to be accelerated.
in the industry. BAI
I am confident that private aviation
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INDUSTRY FBO

Transforming India’s
On-demand Air Mobility
Market Through FBOs
 By Sudhir S. Rajeshirke,

Chief Operating Officer,
JetClub Europe

T

he biggest untapped ancillary market opportunity in the aviation sector that has the real potential to create
a large impact, is in the fixed-base operator (FBO) industry.
So far, the airport developers in India have played the role
of ‘catching-up’ with meeting the infrastructure demands of
predictable passenger growth in the commercial aviation industry.

FBOs provide significant pre and post
departure time saving advantages and
convenience which can help multiply the
number of business aviation users in India
Hence the focus in the last decade and a half has been on enhancing airport capacity and executing airport modernisation projects
which catered to improving the basic air passenger travel experience. However, developers have hardly looked beyond the traditional
aviation market and have been slow in anticipating the possibilities
of airport e-commerce and other ancillary infrastructure industries

PHOTOGRAPH: Dassault Aviation

Dassault Falcon Service FBO is an ideal example for FBO Facilities and Ground Handling Services in India
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INDUSTRY FBO
such as the FBO industry which now have the potential to take the
Indian aviation market to the next phase of growth and innovation.
In this article, I will focus on delivering a perspective on the
promising FBO industry in India and will provide the reasons why
this industry can not only transform the existing business aviation
market in India but can also lay the foundation for the growth of the
future on-demand air mobility market.
Simply put, an FBO is an independent facility that operates at an
airport to provide aeronautical and non-aeronautical support services
to general aviation aircraft and passengers. General aviation aircraft
such as business aircraft and helicopters require several services such as
dedicated ramp and hangar parking, fueling, repair and maintenance,
flight planning, coordinating last minute special requests for business
aviation flights and most important, passenger processing systems for
domestic and international flights. Sounds pretty basic set of activities,
but FBOs deliver high quality and time-critical functions in the entire
business aviation ecosystem. Further, they deliver superior services
during the most frustrating part of the business aviation passenger
experience, i.e. the pre and post-departure processes. Hence there are
several factors that will contribute to the growth of this industry:
l Large gap in demand-supply mismatch: In 2018-2019 (prepandemic), business aviation carried approximately 1,32,000
domestic passengers over approximately 30,000 domestic
flights. By then, only Mumbai airport had a small dedicated general aviation terminal facility. Delhi airport developed its first
truly dedicated general aviation terminal in 2020, followed by
one at Sardar Vallabhbhai Airport at Ahmedabad in 2022. Business aviation flights from other tier 1 city airports such as Benga-

l

l

l

luru and Hyderabad still operate from separate dilapidated HAL
and Begumpet airports respectively. This shows India has just
one FBO for every 44,000 on-demand business aviation passengers. Based on city pair traffic, this represents a large opportunity
to establish dedicated FBOs to not only meet the existing business aviation demand but also to service the growing demand for
on-demand aviation growth.
Opportunity size: As per NBAA, there were an estimated 3,000
FBOs in US, generating more than $16 billion in annual revenue
in 2019. This was close to eight per cent of total US airline revenue in the same year and almost of the size of India’s airline
market at that time. Secondly, the global market is $23 billion
as of 2021 and is expected to reach $30 billion by 2030. While
it would be not be fair to compare a matured and sizeable US
airline industry, even a small possibility of establishing an FBO
industry which is one per cent of India’s airline industry, would
mean a business revenue potential of approximately $100 million or `700 plus crore. This is again a sizeable market.
Increasing access to business aviation: The Government of
India is now actively working on regulations that will make business aviation accessible to large number of customers. Fractional
ownership is one such model that will multiply the number of
business aviation users in the Indian market. Such users will be
attracted to and will be able to pay a premium for the pre and
post departure time saving advantages and convenience that an
FBO provides over a conventional and time consuming airline
processes at airports.
Value realisation post pandemic: Post lockdowns, while air-

PHOTOGRAPH: GMR

GMR general aviation terminal at Delhi Airport fulfills need of general aviation users
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INDUSTRY FBO
lines have seen single digit growth compared to 2019 levels, business aviation showed a remarkable recovery backed by the need
of businesses and HNWIs to travel safely for undertaking their
businesses in the safety of private aircraft and operators opening up new business models of selling seats on private jets. Per
WingX, business aviation has experienced double digit growth
post pandemic and continues to set record level sales growth
globally.
The future: One big opportunity that will change the nature of
the FBO business would be the demand generated by eVTOL aircraft
for urban air mobility (UAM) markets once such aircraft are certified. How come? Well, if we understand the nature of FBO operations, it consists of creating a takeoff and landing infrastructure for
on-demand aircraft which is similar to that of creating a vertiport/
skyport. FBOs can provide eVTOL battery charging, replacement
and maintenance stations that can help safe and consistent operations of eVTOL aircraft. Further, UAM depends on seamlessness of
air travel which requires a technology based passenger processing
systems which the FBOs are experienced in. UAM service providers
require partnerships with FBO companies to process their passengers for efficient pre-boarding procedures, provide comfortable waiting areas and smooth vertiport departure experiences.
Blade Urban Air Mobility has sort of pioneered this model in
which the company provides dedicated predeparture facilities
where Blade’s passengers get a branded check-inexperience even
before they board the helicopter flight.
Leading FBOs such as Jetex and Signature have realised the
similarity in operations and have identified UAM as a market that
they could participate in. For example, German startup Volocopter
is partnering with Jetex to deploy and operate permanent vertiport
infrastructure for passenger services. In 2018, Signature had partnered with Uber Elevate (now defunct) to provide skyport operations for Uber’s air mobility platform.
The hurdles: Developing such a potentially large, but a nascent
market requires making the first few steps and crossing a few barriers before India can make advancements in developing the FBO
market. A few of them are as follows:
l Airport developer returns: Developers are tied within the
framework of airport concession agreements which are regulated by Airport Economic Regulatory Authority (AERA) and
can make investments in airport infrastructure only when they
see certainty of tangible returns over a fixed period of time. It
is similar to chicken and egg situation. Developers are unwilling to dedicate airport space and invest in FBOs unless they see
certainty in demand. And demand from business aircraft users
won’t arise unless they experience the value provided by FBOs.
l Investments in AAI managed airports: Majority of the airports where demand from business aviation user arise and will
continue to arise are managed by Airport Authority of India
(AAI). Further, many of India’s small airports are only serviced
by small business aircraft and helicopters. AAI’s process requires
approvals from Ministry of Civil Aviation to provide justifications and then make necessary investments in FBOs. This again
slows down the process for establishing FBOs for lack of sufficient demand.
l Lack of ‘dedicated’ business aviation infrastructure: Indian
airports have been designed and developed primarily for commercial aviation traffic. The airport master plans for most of the
airports don’t even have a dedicated space for business aircraft
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parking, let alone have a dedicated FBO terminal. Mumbai does
not have sufficient overnight parking slots for the business aircraft demand, that the city can generate even as of today. Such
physical constraints are a natural impediment to any form of
growth in business aviation at such airports.
The solutions: The long term approach for exploring the potential of FBO industry requires three pronged approach which can be
driven by the Ministry of Civil Aviation:
l Take advantage of the existing infrastructure to increase
FBO facilities using regulations and financial incentives:
Airports in several tier 1 cities such as Hyderabad, Bengaluru,
Lucknow etc which are operated and managed by private airport developers have the space and management wherewithal
to create dedicated FBOs which require long term investments.
Their airport concession and O&M agreements can be modified
to ensure that their returns on equity obligations are met with.
l Reserved space for business aircraft operations at airports:
Whenever any airport traffic gets close to saturation the business aircraft operators get the first boot. Further, as new airports
expansion plans are put in place there is little or no consideration
given to allocate space for parking of business aircraft and an
FBO. Hence when Airport Authority of India (AAI) plans new
airports or considers expansion of existing ones, parking space
should be allocated for business aircraft for current and future
aircraft inductions. A dedicated space should also be allotted to
small or large FBO depending on historical and potential business
aviation traffic. Promoting business aviation should now figure in
the civil aviation policy making process. New airport operators
should be encouraged to develop exclusive terminals that help in
capacity building of business aviation infrastructure of India.
l Budget for building FBOs and then engage in operation,
management and transfer contracts with FBO providers:
As FBOs require significant CAPEX to establish operations, AAI
can invest in developing basic FBO infrastructure with industry
consultation and then provide it to FBO companies under operation and management agreements over long term concession
contracts. The model could replicate the airport privatisation
methodologies in which AAI builds the infrastructure and then
hand over the operations to experienced industry players.
l Formulating and delivering a holistic plan to develop ondemand aviation infrastructure: Developing future aerial
transportation models requires taking a strategic view of where
we want to be (our North Star) and creating a platform to bring
together Government, regulatory, infrastructure and industry
stakeholders to discuss and implement required measures. For
example, to create a physical infrastructure to deliver urban
air mobility within cities or inter cities, would require forming
a panel of experts (“Tiger Team”) from Ministry, FBO industry,
AAI (air space design and management) and infrastructure
segments to plan and implement work streams that bring such
projects into reality in a defined timeline. Such Tiger Teams
could work under the guidance of the Ministry of Civil Aviation
and deliver actionable plans that can truly create a vibrant ondemand aviation infrastructure.
Today, the Ministry of Civil Aviation has the most ambitious
mindset to supercharge the next stage of growth in the business aviation sector. Beginning with the physical is the first and the most logical step towards the North Star mission of building the on-demand
aviation industry in India. BAI
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EXCLUSIVE

Gulfstream for Sustainability

PHOTOGRAPHs: Gulfstream

Sustainability in the Business Aviation has been one of the most echoing buzzword.
The business aviation fraternity is working hard to achieve certain defined goals on
this front. Gulfstream has always been leading within the OEMs’ fraternity towards
various initiatives. Same has been the case with Gulfstream as they were the first to
sign the World Economic Forum’s Clean Skies for Tomorrow 2030 Ambition Statement.
With these factors in view, Jayant Baranwal, Editor-in-Chief, BizAvIndia spoke with
Christian Falthman, Director – Public and Media Relations, Gulfstream Aerospace.
Jayant Baranwal (Baranwal): What is Gulfstream’s role in promoting ‘Sustainability’ in Business Aviation, especially the use
of Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF)?
Christian Flathman (Flathman): At Gulfstream, we have conducted hundreds of flights both by Gulfstream and customer operations. The company has purchased more than 1.7 million gallons and
we are using SAF for our flagship G700 flight testing and in our flight
operations in Savannah.
As the industry leader in sustainability, Gulfstream is the first
business aircraft manufacturer to sign the World Economic Forum’s
Clean Skies for Tomorrow 2030 Ambition Statement.
Signed in November 2021, this is a declaration of intent to accelerate the supply and use of SAF technologies to reach 10 per cent of
global jet aviation fuel supply by 2030.
Gulfstream became the first company to receive the National
Aeronautic Association (NAA) Sustainable Wings certification, for
completing record-setting Gulfstream G500 flight using sustainable
aviation fuel (SAF).
l Savannah to San Francisco: 4 hours, 17 minutes at 548.8 mph
l San Francisco to Savannah: 4 hours, 18 minutes at 546.67 mph
Baranwal: Which all areas in the Business Aviation can eventually become sustainable?
Flathman: First, I’d probably start with why focus on sustainability?
For Gulfstream we focus on:

www.sps-aviation.com/bizavindiasupplement

l
l
l

l
l

Environment stewardship
Reducing our carbon footprint
Provide customers with decarbonization tools
– Advanced Aircraft Technology
– Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF)
– Market-based measures – Carbon Offset
Aligns with industry and General Dynamics goals
ISO 14001 certification requirement

Baranwal: What are your specific goals towards Sustainability,
particularly in Business Aviation?
Flathman:

Short-And Long-Term Goals
Short-Term Goals (5-years)
Waste

Energy

Greenhouse Gas

Water

15%

15%

10%

Target Year

Years to
Achieve

Net-Zero

2050

28

General Dynamics 40% reduction

2034

12

25%

Long-Term Goals
Commitments
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Spotlight on Sustainability
○ Gulfstream is committed to an Industry wide effort to cut CO2 Emissions in half by 2050
○ Gulfstream are the first Business Jets certified for stage 5 community noise levels
○ Gulfstream partner with suppliers who share our standards for sustainability
INNOVATING FOR EFFICIENCY
For more than six decades, business aviation has looked to Gulfstream to set previously unimaginable new standards for performance, innovation, comfort and safety. They also lead the industry
in sustainability, with maximum fuel-efficiency, noise and emissions reductions, and the vision for a better shared future.
SUSTAINABILITY BY DESIGN
Gulfstream’s innovative, clean-wing designs deliver a combination of record-breaking speed and range, exceptional comfort, and
better aerodynamic efficiency for a smaller carbon footprint. The
wings of the Gulfstream are manufactured on-site, decreasing
transportation emissions and packaging waste.
POWERING CONSERVATION
State-of-the-art engines across their fleet decrease fuel usage,
produce fewer greenhouse gases, and are central to the unparalleled achievements in engine noise reduction, which means minimised disruption to communities and ecosystems worldwide.
LEADING THE INDUSTRY
Gulfstream’s Enhanced Flight Vision System (EFVS) allows authorized pilots to land in low-visibility conditions, increasing efficiency by reducing go-arounds and saving fuel and time. In 2018,
Gulfstream became the world’s first aerospace company to certify
EFVS for touchdown and rollout.
DRIVEN BY R&D
Gulfstream provides the industry’s leading talent with the space,
tools and state-of-the-art technology to innovate for future flight.
This steadfast investment in their labs—for development, training
and human factors testing—reduces in-air flight-test hours, thus
reducing carbon emissions.
GREEN FACILITIES
Gulfstream is building for the future. At their Savannah headquar-

Baranwal: What about Carbon Neutrality? What are the timelines towards working on such an achievement?
Flathman:
Industry Commitment
l	Improve fuel-efficiency by average of 2 per cent per year - 2020 to
2030
l Carbon-neutral growth from 2020
l	Net-zero carbon dioxide emissions by 2050
General Dynamics
l	Reduce CO2 emissions 40 per cent by 2034, relative to 2019
For Gulfstream, our sustainability strategy is centred around
three key areas – Energy and Emission, Operations and Culture and
Learning.
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Gulfstream Research and Development Center Iron Bird

ters, multiple facilities have LEED certifications for design, materials and technologies that drastically reduce water and energy usage.
Five Gulfstream manufacturing and service facilities worldwide are
ISO 14001 certified, achieving an international standard for responsible environmental management.
FUELING PROGRESS
The future of business travel is powered by sustainable aviation
fuel (SAF). Since 2016, Gulfstream have used this cleaner alternative in daily operations including the Gulfstream G700 flight-test
program. In 2019, they became the first business jet manufacturer
to make SAF available to customers.
CARBON NEUTRAL TRAVEL
Gulfstream takes pride in raising the bar for eco-conscious business travel and invite customers to take part in that achievement.
In 2019, they launched a service that allows operators to pay a
usage-based annual fee toward activities that generate an equal
reduction in carbon emissions, helping to offset the carbon footprint of their flights. BAI

Energy and emissions focuses on things like aircraft technology
and energy reduction, greenhouse gas reduction, sustainable aviation fuel and renewable energy. Operations focuses on building operations, flight operations, ground transportation, waste and water
reduction and procurement. Finally, culture and learning looks at
best practices, internal governance and communications, both internal and external to the company.
Lastly, I wanted to mention that Gulfstream is assisting our
customers with their sustainability journey. Gulfstream has hosted
multiple Sustainability Roundtables both virtually and in person.
We have also participated in AIN Sustainability Summits and held
numerous one-on-one meetings with customers to answer questions
and to help them with their own sustainability journey. BAI
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GA/BA as Aviation’s Growth
Accelerator
 By Ayushee Chaudhary

A

fter two years of virtual interactions over Zoom
calls, Google Meet, Microsoft Teams, etc; the business
aviation fraternity of India reconvened in Hyderabad
for the 6th edition of the BizAvIndia Conference held on
March 23, 2022. Organised by the Business Aircraft Operators Association (BAOA), the conference’s theme was GA/BA - The
Growth Enabler. The conference also marked the start of the 2022
edition of WINGS India conference.
This year, the BizAvIndia conference aimed to capture Social
and Economic Impact of Business and General Aviation in India as
the overarching theme, to encourage discourse on meaningful contribution of BA/GA on nation’s economy, at a time when the Indian
Government appears to be drawing a long-term vision for develop-

Held on the sidelines of WINGS India 2022
in Hyderabad, the BizAvIndia conference
brought together the industry stakeholders
after a transitioned post-pandemic world
and streamlined the way forward
ment of aviation, the association laid out. The theme also scopes out
discussions on infrastructure requirements in order for BA/GA sector to grow its potential in the coming times.
“The Business Aviation industry has undergone a sea change
over the past decade in India and has gained much recognition in
the recent years. The utility of Business Aviation, as a productivity tool and a contributor to economic development, is becoming
more evident and should serve as the prime rationale to put in place
an appropriate framework enabling industry’s growth and its role
in channelising economic and social benefits throughout India,”
BAOA stated.
Stalwarts from the GA/BA discussed the role of the industry, the
pain points it currently faces as well as the cooperative steps that

PHOTOGRAPH: Ayushee Chaudhary / SP Guide Pubns

BizAvIndia Conference brought together stalwarts from the BA/GA sector to discuss the role and challenges of this high growth sector
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the industry and the government needs
to take going ahead. The industry also discussed that while there are still challenges
especially pertaining to the perception
that people have about the BizAv industry,
the pandemic has proven to be a positive
force in changing that. The impact that
the coronavirus had on travel also shifted
people’s travelling habits. As hygiene and
avoiding the crowd took priority people
started looking at private aviation more
than just luxury.
“What BAOA gave to this country
was a unified voice for the industry. This
is a nation building industry and its time
people start understanding that. It is a
perception battle. However, the industry
does add to the economy, the GDP of the
nation. It generates employments, allows
business leaders to move freely, hence
grow their businesses and all of that adds
in nation building. As BAOA, we have been
and still are a very formidable voice. As
part of the industry, all of the stakeholders
have to keep personal issues aside and pick
on the interest that are for the common
Rohit Kapur, President – Asia, JetHQ and Former President, BAOA was conferred with
good of the industry,” said Rohit Kapur,
the outstanding achievement award during the conference
President – Asia, JetHQ and Former President, BAOA. As a major highlight moment from the event, Kapur was GA/BA industry, regulatory issues needing rationalisation to achieve
conferred with the outstanding achievement award during the con- optimal growth of BA industry, regulatory challenges on small airference as the association’s expression of gratitude for what he has craft operations.
While discussing about regulatory issues and regulatory bodies
done for the industry in India. The award was presented to him by
like the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA), an imporTed Farid, Chairman, JetHQ.
Group Captain Rajesh K. Bali (Retd), Managing Director, BAOA tant change highlighted was the enabling of eGCA which has been
implemented in many stages. Launched
also highlighted the misconception that
by DGCA, eGCA is an online a portal that
persists about the role of this industry in
provides end-to-end digital solutions for
the nation’s GDP. “However, the realisaall the aviation stakeholders, including
tion is setting in that this industry is as
pilots, aircraft engineers, operators and
important for the country as scheduled
flying training organisations.
airlines. He highlighted that issues like
In one of the panel discussions there
affordability and infrastructural concerns
“What BAOA gave to this
were also talks about the use of helicopas identified in the National Civil Aviation
country was a unified
ters in remote/hilly areas. Group Captain
Policy regarding the GA/BA industry are
voice
for the industry.
Bali underlined helicopters as a significant
also being catered to.
aspect of the GA/BA industry. He also put
As part of the deliberations, the conThis is a nation
light on the alarming reduction in invenference held two major panel discussions.
building industry and
tory of helicopters in India where in from
The panelists discussed about enabling
about 370 helicopter the number has come
the Small Aircraft Subschema (SAS)
its time people start
down to a mere 160 around today and the
through coordinated mechanism; the
understanding that.
issue is being repeatedly discussed. Sunny
financial aspects of SAS, the lessons learnt
Guglani, Head of Airbus Helicopters, India
from UDAN (Ude Desh Ka Aam Nagrik)/
As BAOA, we have been
& South Asia also stated that Helicopter is
Regional Connectivity Scheme (RCS)
and still are a very
the key thread of the fabric of aviation in
& way forward, use of Business Jets for
formidable voice,” said
India. “We have to find opportunities in
regional connectivity & tourism, etc.
the UDAN (RCS) scheme to boost GA/BA
There was also focus on the necesRohit Kapur, President
in the country. We can utilise this scheme
sary steps to ensure sustainable long-term
– Asia, JetHQ and Former
for helicopters as well. Helicopters can be
growth of GA/BA industry that included
inducted in areas like Himachal Pradesh,
the MRO support and the measures
President, BAOA
Uttarakhand and be implemented under
required for sustained MRO growth in
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BizAvIndia Conference held extensive discussions on a range to related topics to ensure sustainable
long term growth of GA/BA industry

this scheme. Assets like helicopter in our varied geography can be
made beneficial with schemes like UDAN and SAS.”
Guglani also added that regulations which liberate not constraint are needed and taxation needs to be rationalised. “It takes
about three months for security clearance and six months for DGCA
clearances. Why can this not be brought down to say about months. A
conscious effort to bring it down to some extent can be made.”
While expanding on the leasing of small aircraft through GIFT
City, Kanika Tekriwal, Co-Founder & CEO, JetSetGo Aviation Services
Pvt Ltd, shared her experiences of leasing multiple aircraft throughout the pandemic, the hassles her company faced and the challenges
that they encountered when no one wanted to directly do business
with India. She pointed out, “During every import we thought this is
not going to happen.” However, she said that when it comes to GIFT
city, she realised that it is a rather effective system to bring planes into
the country especially considering that it gives the leasing company
the freedom to take back the aircraft when they want. “GIFT city has
enabled an ecosystem wherein a leasing company is given that support. The government being so active, everyone made sure that what
we wanted happened. Even though it took some time and we lost
money, yet we are continuing to lease and are leasing four more planes
through GIFT city. I would encourage you all to explore this method
because that’s the only way when you can actually get assets into the
country without spending millions and facing the issues everyone
heckles with,” she stated during her address as part of a panel.
Fractional Ownership of aircraft was one of the extensively discussed subject alongside the financial aspects of this model in India.
Sudhir Rajeshirke, Chief Operating Officer, JetClub reiterated that
business aviation in India has the opportunity to accelerate the next
stage of aviation growth in the nation & aircraft fractional ownership model will help leverage that growth. “Through the fractional
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ownership model, owners are able to take depreciation on their own
share of the assets. This is huge tax advantage to all potential aircraft
buyers. The model solves many pain points & can change the landscape for fixed wing as well as helicopters,” he added.
Guglani also underlined that one of the wrinkles to be ironed
out is fractional ownership. It has the potential to revolutionise this
industry like no other policy can. It can bring out immense transformation in the business. “Fractional ownership will democratise the
access to GA/BA and lower that perception part by making it more
accessible,” he added.
Amid the concerns and challenges, the conference ensured to
put out that while there is a lot to be done, it cannot be sidelined that
a lot has happened also especially in the recent past. And to continue
achieving the needs, well researched papers must be put forth to
present the views and not just rhetoric, Stated Group Captain Bali.
Rajeshirke also mentioned the following points to be kept in
mind as the industry upscales its efforts to grow in the nation.
l Structure your argument very well in a way that it shows minimum number of changes required to implement a model in
India. Structure the ask, provide data, add relevant information,
with risks and rewards included.
l Remember the need to educate. Whether it is the ministers, or
the regulators, clearly showcase as to how it actually works at the
ground level; simplify things with practical reality.
l Layout a clear action plan. For example, DGCA formed a working committee to present a paper on fractional ownership model.
Within one month the paper was ready; within the next two
months in the first week of February, a presentation was given
to the Civil Aviation Minister. He gave a go ahead to roll out this
model on a timebound manner and as a result, there is an engagement plan. BAI
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Doing Business in India –
A Perspective
 By Staff Correspondent

I

ndia is largely perceived as a very difficult market to
do aviation business. The industry is witnessing growth and better understanding attention from the authorities as well as customers. “Every deal that I do with a US company is in four weeks
and every deal that I do with an Indian company is nothing less
than six months; so here are some things I have picked up which I
feel are achievable and should be taken up. These are some low hanging fruits of how to make life easy for an operator, for an MRO, for a
seller, a buyer,” he remarked.
Importing an aircraft
One of the first things anyone wants to do is import an aircraft in

Speaking at the 6th edition of BizAvIndia
Conference, organised by the Business
Aircraft Operators Association (BAOA),
Rohit Kapur, President, JetHQ Asia, shared
some pain points and challenges of doing
business in India
India. The entire process of getting an NOC is huge. Not only getting
the NOC but the process of sending money out of India to buy an aircraft is so complicated that it just forces the person to bend the rules
and go around. For example, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) allows
you to buy aircraft & send advance money upto $50 million without
taking a bank guarantee. However, there’s one little tweak, you cannot send that money to Escrow, you have to send it directly to the
person you are buying it from. Now this works when you are dealing
with OEMs and buying new aircraft but every pre-owned transaction globally happens through Escrow. Out of ten deals that are done
in India, three are with OEMs and seven are with pre-owned industry; 70 per cent of the business is being done in the pre-owned indus-

PHOTOGRAPH: EBACE Show Management

GA and BA in USA are treated differently versus the treatment this industry receives in India
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try. Now every guy who has to
send money to Escrow has to
go to RBI; ask RBI’s permission
which may take two weeks, four
weeks, six weeks, etc and by
the time you are able to send
out money the aircraft that you
were going to buy is often gone.
It’s a seller’s market anyway; if
you want to buy an aircraft, you
have to move now.

try & will also bring down the
cost. We need collaborative systems going ahead.

Issue of examiners &
instructors
Globally, it is not really required
for a TRI or a TRE to get his
examination on a type of aircraft
as long as he is an instructor
and qualifies to fly an aircraft.
Instructing is an art and is a
learnt skill. It doesn’t necessarGetting a parking slot
ily have to pertain with A type
DGCA asks to get a parking lot.
of aircraft or B type of aircraft.
However, my question here is
It is an art of teaching and if one
why does a General Aviation/
is qualified for that art of teachBusiness Aviation (GA/BA)
ing, he can do it on a Cessna or
aircraft need a parking slot?
on a Hawker. If I am qualified, I
Unlike a commercial airline, the
should be allowed to move from
business aircraft will be all over
Rohit Kapur sharing his analysis of the Indian market
one type of aircraft to another
the country. It’s unnecessary
at the BAOA Conference
atleast as an instructor without
and even if it is needed, the process can be shifted to online. Allow the company to pick the parking having to go through a DGCA for that particular type of aircraft.
slot anywhere in the country. I am GA/BA operator, I have to operate all over the country; I don’t have Delhi as my base or Mumbai or Acceptance of type certification
Pune. Allow me to pick up any parking slot. You want to put some The process of acceptance of type certification also needs to be made
riders, say okay if I have taken Kochi as my parking slot, I must simpler. It is so confusing to know which aircraft can I bring in India,
make sure my aircraft is parked in Kochi airport atleast 30 days that is type certified. Another pain point as a person who is dealing
in a year so that Kochi airport doesn’t lose revenue. Additionally, with import of aircraft is getting temporary Indian registration of an
there should be some sort of a via media that can be worked out as aircraft imported while it is not in India. It’s so difficult to get tempoopposed to the operator having to run around to airport directors rary Indian registration on that aircraft so what most people do is we
go in for an interim registration but there again it’s a huge process to
for parking slot.
get interim registration to fly to India. There are DARs, Designated
Air Worthiness Inspectors around, in different locations across the
FATA
GA needs foreign pilots because we don’t have qualified pilots espe- world who are FAA authorised. We instead only have a DGCA rep to
cially for newer kinds of aircraft. Finding a qualified pilot and bring- be taken to that country. It’s a very long, time consuming process, one
ing him to India is easily a four months process. If I need a pilot, I has to go through five layers. So, we must look at making it a simpler
have to look for one; take his security clearance, all of which needs process to remotely inspect the aircraft. COVID times have taught us
three months. Additionally, while I am taking his security clearance, to do a lot of things remotely. You can check all the documents; allow
I have to pay him a retainer. I pay him a monthly retainer/weekly the aircraft to fly, and once it is here, then look into it more but do
retainer, then once he comes in, I have to take him in on an employ- away with this whole system of doing an interim registration.
ment visa. There’s a whole another process of employment visa. Now
once he is in India, he goes to DGCA (Directorate General of Civil 18 years limit
Aviation) for oral test. If he fails in that, he returns to his country. If Every aircraft which comes to the country is certified by DGCA. How
he passes, you tell him to come back in three months for a written is an aircraft which is 18 years old better than an aircraft which is
test. Instead of that, why can’t we have him in the country for atleast 19 years old? Every aircraft that flies in the US is about 20-25 years
a year or set up a process of an online examination which he can do old; that’s the average age. We have restricted ourselves with this
even before he comes in. The whole world does it, FAA (Federal Avia- 18-year-old restriction on the aircraft, we have restricted the choice
tion Administration) does it; why can’t we say here is a form; fill it; of aircraft people can buy, and it also brings up the cost of operation.
you’ll have to pass this before you are even allowed to come in, then If you are buying within India, it can be 30 years old because it has
when you come in, we will take an oral test and done. Then after one DGCA oversight but if you are importing through offset, it can’t be
year if he continues, take the test again but atleast allows him that more than 18 years old; this just complicates the process.
much continuity.
Ground handling
There are number of airports who have one person sitting there callCross utilisation of the pilots
Private pilots cannot be cross utilised into NSOP (Non-Scheduled ing himself the designated ground handler of that airport. MonopoOperators); NSOPs can’t be cross utilised into Private. However, we lising the whole thing gives you sub-standard services but charges
can have some levels in place that allow pilots to be cross utilised you anything he wants. Why can’t we have proper policies and make
while ensuring all the rules are followed. It will only help the indus- sure monopolistic situations do not exist. BAI
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EXCLUSIVE

A Veteran’s View:
Ted Farid on BizAv

PHOTOGRAPHs: JetHQ

On the sidelines of Wings India 2022, Chairman of JetHQ, Ted Farid sat down with
Ayushee Chaudhary, BizAvIndia for a quick conversation and shared his thoughts
about the industry. Ted comes with a 50-year career in aviation, serving in leadership
positions for manufacturers including Cessna, Bombardier Learjet and Beechcraft. It
spans eras ranging from small aircraft sold on handshake deals to the multi-aircraft
flight departments of international corporations and governments. Ted strongly
believes in building long-term international relationships which in turn also impact
customers’ buying patterns. He understood that developing a genuine rapport and
looking out for a client’s best interests were more important than pushing a sale. He
ended his brief retirement to join JetHQ in 2014 as Chairman.
Ayushee Chaudhary (Chaudhary): What do you think about the
current situation of business aviation industry?
Ted Farid (Farid): It’s an exciting period. COVID has made people
realise about the element of safety with air transportation especially
travelling private. Additionally with structures like fractional ownership, people who cannot buy an airplane can also have some share
in the airplane and get same level of safety. So, these things are nudging more people into the business aviation industry to an extent that
there is a shortage of planes both pre-owed and new ones. I have
been in the industry for 50 years but have never seen the shortage
of inventory this way. However, things are happening and as more
deliveries of old aircraft start happening, we will see new airplanes
also coming into the scene.
Chaudhary: More and more people entering the market is
good news for the industry. Are there any particular concerns
also around that?
Farid: Definitely, the more the people shift towards business avia-
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tion, the better it is for the industry. However, at times it has been
observed that when people in a region have suddenly grown rich
and can afford to buy a private airplane, they become very erratic
in their choices and buy airplanes not in alignment with their
needs. The OEMs are certainly happy about it but in such scenarios, they won’t have the customers for too long. For instance,
in China we have seen they were buying the biggest & best and
they would lease large numbers but they are in a rut now. However,
people are getting more educated now. It is good to understand the
needs before purchasing; as to how many seats are needed, what
distance would the plane mostly fly, short field-long field, and
other requirements. Factoring all that stuff, customise it for the
customers as much as possible and accordingly suggesting the aircraft is what we do at JetHQ. I always emphasise that relationship
is more important than just the price we get from the customers.
I tell young sales team, let us not oversale. The customers should
know we understand their needs and will suggest them what is
appropriate accordingly.
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JetHQ are expert aircraft brokers who undertake complete aircraft sales process and have sold aircraft in nearly every country

Chaudhary: Apart from relationship building, what is another
key element for industry’s growth?
Farid: Training is one of the key elements. The airplanes must be
safe to operate and the crew must be well prepared to ensure that. In
the design itself, there are so many factors involved in understanding the workings of the aircraft. Focus on training and crisis management is so crucial for flight safety. Processes like simulator training
help in ensuring efficient training and preparedness.

amazing times because in next 20 years we will see a significant change
in the way we do business. A lot of the platforms we have today didn’t
exist earlier. It’s amazing that the technology today has evolved so
much. It is difficult to forecast because all of it is happening very rapidly
but eVTOLs (electrical vertical takeoff & landing vehicles) are exciting
and they are going to expand on a larger scale in times to come.
Chaudhary: Which airplanes are some of your favourites in the
market?
Farid: It depends. However, Gulfstreams make beautiful airplanes. I
have worked with Bombardiers a lot and the Learjets, that was good
too. However, they have stopped making Learjets; now they only
make Challengers and Global. There’s always competition between
Gulfstream and Bombardier and I think Gulfstream is in a better
position in my understanding.

Chaudhary: Technologically, what changes do you think are/
should be the industry’s focus?
Farid: Technology-wise, we are looking at making the engine more
economical to offer. The other element is avionics and now there’s
also fuel systems coming into the picture as we are looking at sustainability. We have to look at sustainable fuel’s
appropriate supply all around the world.
Improving the environment is necessary,
global warming needs to be controlled. It
is going to take some time; it won’t happen
overnight. Plus, we are a very small force
of that change. Additionally, I think infra“Technology-wise,
structure is a must. The good news is we
we are looking at
are getting there even though very slowly
for now and that is because of a lot of facmaking the engine
tors like economics, etc; plus country to
more economical
country a lot of things differ. Organisations
to offer. The other
like BAOA, NBAA, EBAA, are working
towards crystal reporting.
element is avionics
Chaudhary: Going further, how would
the unmanned vehicles change aviation?
Farid: I think it will take us some time like
it did with the electric cars. Companies like
Amazon and few others are already delivering their stuff with that. We are living in
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and now there’s
also fuel systems
as we are looking at
sustainability.”

Chaudhary: And what, according to you,
would be the most interesting region or
market for business aviation right now?
Farid: It is hard to say right. I think the
markets are all different and I think in
this part of the world (i.e. India) there is
still growth, people are recognising the
benefits of business aviation. The world is
changing.
Chaudhary: What are you most excited
about for business aviation in future?
Farid: Business aviation has come a long
way and it has ways to go. I think what
we need in business aviation is to standardise rules and regulation globally.
We don’t always necessarily need every
individual country controlling certain
specific rules. BAI
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SHOW REPORT EBACE 2022

BizAv’s Momentum Renewed &
Re-imagined at EBACE 2022
 By Ayushee Chaudhary
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EBACE 2022 reflected the industry’s
commitment to innovation, sustainability,
inclusion and excellence, stated the
organisers
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static Aircraft Display:
EBACE 2022 brought together
aircraft and people from across
the world to what the future of
business aviation will look like

O

ver two years and multiple waves after the pandemic struck world, while some things have changed
forever, some have modified while some other things are
finding their way back to the pre-COVID 19 scenarios.
Global gatherings for business conventions and exhibitions are one such reality of the aviation world that is finding ground
again. After a pause of two years, one of the biggest business aviation
events, the 2022 European Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition (EBACE 2022) concluded on May 25, 2022 on an optimistic
note for the industry. “EBACE 2022 has been lightening in a bottle,
bringing people from across the world together to see, touch and
feel the future of business aviation,” said European Business Aviation Association (EBAA) Secretary-General Athar Husain Khan. It
ensured that further developments in sustainability, new technolo-
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gies and evolving regulations will reshape the industry, and gave a
glimpse of what business aviation could look like in years to come.
The show was co-hosted by EBAA and the National Business Aviation Association (NBAA).
“This entire week at EBACE was a celebration of business aviation – of the inspiring people, bold ideas, emerging technologies
and new markets propelling us forward. With every new product
launched and the visionary thought leadership explored on our
speaker stages, the show opened hearts and fired imaginations.
EBACE 2022 made clear: This is our time,” said NBAA President
and CEO Ed Bolen.
Innovation was wall-to-wall across the exhibit floor, with a host
of new product introductions and announcements. An expanded
New Exhibitor Pavilion showcased many of the companies exhibiting at EBACE for the first time. A dazzling lineup of electric and
advanced air mobility (AAM) aircraft was arrayed at the show floor’s
Innovation Pavilion, matched by a packed Newsmakers Luncheon
featuring the leaders of AAM pioneers Volocopter, Lilium, FACC and
Vertical Aerospace. An all-new Newsmakers Breakfast on Tuesday
gave three aviation journalists the stage with entrepreneurs heading
electric airplane ventures Eviation and VoltAero.
The inaugural EBACE Business Aviation Sustainability Summit
showcased the game-changing technologies and business models
the industry is developing to achieve its goal of net-zero emissions
by 2050. Kicking off with a Newsmakers Luncheon featuring the
industry innovators advancing hydrogen-powered aircraft, sustainable aviation fuel (SAF), high-performance batteries and emissions
offsetting, the summit also featured the launch of the Forever Flight
Alliance to de-carbonise Aviation, supported by the Lindbergh
Foundation, X-Prize Foundation, NBAA and the Prince Albert II of
Monaco Foundation.
The sustainability summit also featured the launch of
S.T.A.R.S., the Standards and Training for Aviation Responsibility
and Sustainability programme, sponsored by EBAA and the International Business Aviation Council and conceived at EBACE2019
by young professionals from half a dozen European countries. This
initiative goes beyond emissions reduction to include best practices
for workplace diversity, gender equality and inclusion. In another
milestone, aircraft exhibited at EBACE 2022 departed the show
fueled with SAF, thanks to a partnership with Geneva Airport, Jet
Aviation and TotalEnergies. Available for the first time for EBACE
outbound flights, SAF has the potential to reduce lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions as much as 80 per cent, compared to fossil
fuels. Sustainability was also in view with a new Exhibitor Green
Pledge for EBACE, and an inaugural carbon-offset program for the
show, sponsored by Rolls-Royce and 4AIR.
Aircraft display
Eagerly anticipated new aircraft were either unveiled or made
their EBACE premiere. Attendees had the opportunity to see
and climb aboard the new Bombardier 7500, Dassault Falcon 6X,
Gulfstream 700 and Tecnam P2012. EBACE 2022 also became the
place for the worldwide announcement of Bombardier’s Global
8000, which is claimed to be the world’s fastest and longest-range
business jet.
There were about 50 aircraft on display at EBACE, ranging from
the most advanced business aircraft, from high-tech small aircraft
through ultra-modern intercontinental jets. The outdoor aircraft display at Geneva Airport, adjacent to the Palexpo, the convention site,
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The new Bombardier Global 8000 was unveiled at EBACE 2022

to be difficult for all operators,” he said. Moore urged business aircraft
operators to file their fight plans early and not to deviate. “We really
ask pilots to fly what they file.”
EBAA is trying to get the concerns of business aviation recognised under the differing sanctions schemes imposed by EU countries, said association COO Robert Baltus.
BizAv operations hampered by Ukraine war, EBAA helps
A particular problem is how to best deal with Russia-associated
Members manage sanctions
The Russia-Ukraine war has reached every corner of the world in aircraft that have been removed from that country and grounded,
some form or another. It has impacted industries too and the conven- Baltus said. Such aircraft can’t be maintained, which includes
tions addressed the same. “Russia’s war in Ukraine has hurt the avia- proper cleaning and parking, a situation with safety, health and
tion sector, not only in Ukraine proper, but for operators that previ- environmental consequences. Fortunately, Baltus said, the European Union Aviation Safety Agency is
ously did business in Russia or customarily
helping EBAA answer sanctions-related
flew over the country. Separately, economic
questions.
sanctions imposed on Russia have resulted
Not only have operations been
not only in a direct loss of business, but a
impacted, but airports have been damaged,
spate of challenges related to aircraft with
said Samer Mansour, Managing Director
any ties to Russia.”
of Dubai-based Click Aviation. “Multiple
In addition to Ukraine itself, where civil
EBACE 2022 also
civil airports were targeted by the Russian
air traffic has ceased, “Effectively the whole
became the place
armed forces as a way of isolating Ukraine
of Russia is no-go,” Steven Moore, head of
from humanitarian support,” he said.
air traffic management network operations
for the worldwide
Click has 121 employees in Ukraine,
at Eurocontrol, said at EBACE 2022 sesannouncement of
Mansour said. Approximately 30 were
sion on the operational consequences of the
able to relocate to EU countries, just shy of
war. Commercial aviation flights that used
Bombardier’s Global
60 went to western Ukraine and upwards
to travel over Russian airspace have had to
8000, which is claimed
of 20 are unable to work as they remain
add hours to their routes. Poland’s air traffic
in bomb shelters in Ukraine. “We are payfell by 38 per cent from February to March,
to be the world’s
ing full salaries to all employees,” he said,
Moore said, largely because of increased
fastest and longestwhile much of their workload has been
military operations as multiple groups funrange business jet
taken over by Click facilities in Dubai,
nel aid to Ukraine through Poland.
Shanghai and Miami, FL. BAI
Looking ahead, “Summer 2022 is going
also featured the latest offerings from Airbus, Embraer, Honda Aircraft Company, Pilatus, Textron Aviation and more.
Next year EBACE plans to return to Palexpo and Geneva Airport
from 23-25 May 2023.
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The industry has pledged
to achieve net zero carbon
emissions by 2050

Strengthening Sustainability
 By Ayushee Chaudhary

PHOTOGRAPH: EBACE Show Management

A

s the industry advances towards its net-zero emissions goal, sustainability is a strong focus and EBACE 2022
highlighted issues as well as many initiatives around sustainability. The inaugural EBACE Business Aviation Sustainability Summit that took place at the show, witnessed
industry leaders examining business aviation’s efforts to reduce carbon emissions, increase the use of sustainable aviation fuel (SAF)
and generally move toward a more environmentally friendly future.
Last September, the industry updated its Business Aviation Commitment on Climate Change (BACCC) and pledged to achieve netzero carbon emissions by 2050. EBACE 2022 also featured the latest
on next-generation aviation-propulsion technologies — including
aviation’s electric-powered future and advanced air mobility — the
use of market-based innovations, flight efficiency and fuel reduction,
all in support of the net-zero goal. However, this year at EBACE 2022,
sustainability was not only looked through the lens of environment
but also services, work environment, and inclusion thus providing an
all-round sustainable future’s pathway.
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EBACE 2022 looked at sustainability not
only through the lens of environment
but also services, work environment, and
inclusion thus providing an all-round
sustainable future’s pathway
Launch of S.T.A.R.S.
European business aviation companies were provided with a new
tool for moving forward on sustainability and broadening their
workforce with EBAA’s ambitious Standards & Training for Aviation
Responsibility and Sustainability programme – or S.T.A.R.S.
Conceived three years ago at the 2019 European Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition (EBACE) by One Young World delegates,
S.T.A.R.S. was officially launched May 24 at EBACE 2022 , with a panel
of EBAA Young Ambassadors describing the three-tier, self-certification
program of goal-setting, progress monitoring and full implementation.
“This is an off-the-shelf program that we can implement. As you
know, business aviation is not producing lots of carbon compared with
other industries, but with public perception, if we want to survive, we
need to go for sustainability. More customers are asking for it,” said
Nuno Perestrelo, Procurement Manager with Luxaviation, one of six
companies that participated in the S.T.A.R.S. pilot programme.
Switzerland-based charter operator Cat Aviation also completed
Tier 1 of the pilot programme for environmental and social stan-
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dards, and decided to move onto Tier 2. Patrick Müry, Cat Aviation’s
Flight Dispatch/Sales and Sustainability Officer said, “The good
thing about S.T.A.R.S. is it gives you a step-by-step guideline, so even
smaller operators can get it done.”
Tier 1 of S.T.A.R.S. involves self-measurement and writing a policy for continuous improvement on sustainability and social aims.
Tiers 2 and 3 are when organisations implement the policy and make
it part of their culture, in the model of the International Standard for
Business Aircraft Operations (IS-BAO) and the International Standard for Business Aircraft Handling (IS-BAH).
“Start off small. First, appoint a sustainability officer, educate at
least this one person and to spread awareness. That’s what the first
year of S.T.A.R.S. is all about. Start by measuring your carbon footprint, then maybe tomorrow you can start offsetting,” said Magdalena Korpal, Head of Security for Luxair.
Sustainability Attracts Young Talent
S.T.A.R.S. was designed by EBAA Young Ambassadors to go beyond
emissions reductions and include social topics such as workplace diversity, gender equality and inclusion. Working toward these standards
could be essential for companies looking to attract and retain the next
generation of talent.
“This is really a transformation of our industry, so if you start
with the culture and empower your people, you will come up with
new solutions,” said Stewart D’Leon, NBAA Director of Environmental and Technical Operations, likening S.T.A.R.S. to NBAA’s new
Leadership in a Sustainable Flight Department Accreditation Program, which just accepted its first round of applicants.
SAF lands at Geneva airport
For the first time in its history, sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) was available at Geneva Airport (GVA) to be used to lower carbon emissions for
outbound flights. The supply came ahead of EBACE 2022. “SAF has the
potential to reduce lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions as much as 80
per cent, compared to a fossil equivalent. Stakeholders with the Business Aviation Coalition for Sustainable Aviation Fuel secured agreements to make the SAF available at GVA. FBO/Ground Handling and
aircraft fuel provider Jet Aviation, together with TotalEnergies, worked
in coordination to make the SAF available,” stated the organisers.
“One of the key issues we are advocating for in Europe is the geographical spread of SAF,” said European Business Aviation Association (EBAA) Secretary-General Athar Husain Khan. “This is why it
is so significant and crucial for us to have it available at our own show,
in Geneva, so that we practice what we preach.”
NBAA President and CEO Ed Bolen also added that business aviation continues to advocate for and take steps to grow SAF, which is a
cornerstone of our climate strategy. “Today, there is more availability,
production and supply than ever before. Almost daily, new collaborations and projects are boosting the production of these carbon-cutting
fuels. SAF is our industry’s sustainable solution today as we innovate
and create even more advanced technologies for tomorrow.”
Even when SAF is not available, other steps can be taken to
reduce emissions, said Nick Houseman, Co-Owner of ElitAvia, one
of Europe’s largest mixed fleet business aircraft operators. Operators
can start simply by measuring emissions and planning routes carefully, so planes aren’t flying without passengers.
“In order for SAF to reach critical mass, unfortunately we are
going to be reliant on government and air carriers to push that
through the regulatory perspective,” predicted Dawit Lemma,
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Founder and CEO of aviation services company Dewit Lemma.
“When that happens…it will reduce the cost of SAF. The numbers
need to make sense for business, and airlines will drive the critical
mass. At the end of the day, everyone wants to do good. There has to
be an integrated approach.”
From an MRO point of view, Waleed K. Muhiddin, Director
Business Development and Marketing at AMAC Aerospace, said his
company works with suppliers to use recycled materials and natural materials for aircraft interiors. UAS International Trip Support
Executive President Mohammed Al Husary said his organisation
announced it will no longer charge fuel handling fees for those using
SAF, but acknowledged it is not widely available.
Sustainability’s multiple forms
The panel discussion forums at EBACE brought out an important
point that while investing in new technology and sustainable initiatives is important, even more important is investing in people –
ensuring there is a future business aviation workforce as the human
talent is the most important resource that an organisation has.
The business aviation industry is riding high following the
COVID-induced trough in 2020, but challenges related to sustainability – in multiple forms – are making for real headwinds. That
was the message from WingX, JETNET iQ and Avinode analysts
during an education session at the EBACE 2022 . Fuel prices and the
environment pose one kind of sustainability challenge, but another
is maintaining quality service when demand is at an all-time high.
Then there is the workforce, both today’s post-pandemic workforce,
and the workforce of the future.
“Business aviation was off by 70 per cent in April 2020, but by
mid-2021 it was ahead. And, he said, “It’s not slowing down so far
in 2022. Essentially what we’ve got it’s a cyclical rebound that was
certainly accelerated by the pandemic, said Richard Koe, Managing
Director of WingX, further warning that if there’s a slowdown it’s the
newcomers to the industry who will be hurt the most.
“It was a really short-lived dip,” Avinode Group CEO Oliver King
said of the COVID slowdown. Traffic bounced back quickly, especially in
the US, and “thanks to the pandemic, a new set of buyers came into our
industry.” King called the rebound “the biggest step-change” in industry history, but said the news isn’t all good. He described the surge in
demand in Europe as “an avalanche,” but cautioned that the European
market is smaller and far more seasonal than that of the United States,
and is “a very hard market to operate in. We have volatility because high
demand that pushes high prices is a market that can be subject to drops.”
Economic growth is running at about three per cent, and three
per cent on a sustained basis is a very good number. As for the aircraft market, we have super-hot demand, white-hot demand but supply chains are struggling, and manufacturers are facing workplace
challenges, said Rolland Vincent of JETNET iQ. “The OEMs’ bookto-build ratios, he said, are not sustainable. Vincent also warned that
extreme demand is hurting service. But even given these headwinds,
“we’re still in a very good place,” he added.
According to data released recently by WingX Advance, worldwide, 358,448 business jet and turboprop sectors flew in the first 23
days of May 2022. Feedback from the renewed EBACE convention
affirmed the industry’s record-breaking activity but also highlighted
concerns that the market may be peaking. In the short term, demand
is outstripping supply. In the longer terms, economic headwinds
could shake out a significant portion of the industry’s recently gained
new entrants. BAI
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Tennis legend Martina Navratilova explores the AAM and eVTOL innovations at EBACE 2022

Innovation Intensifies

PHOTOGRAPHs: EBACE Show Management

 By Ayushee Chaudhary

E

BACE 2022 is about looking beyond the current state of
aviation to what the future holds for the industry. Electric
aircraft and Advanced Air Mobility were among the mosttalked about topics at the show this year.
Leaders from some of the world’s foremost Advanced
Air Mobility (AAM) developers expressed their confidence that battery technology advances will continue, regulatory hurdles will keep
falling and consumer demand will be there for flights that shuttle
people within and between cities. In some cases, flights could be
available in a handful of years. The companies also ensured that
going ahead, AAM and electric vertical takeoff and landing (eVTOL)
aircraft would be as safe as commercial aviation, given the redundancy of technology, and the costs will also eventually come down.
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Electric aircraft and advanced air
mobility were among the most-talked
about topics at the show this year
Christian Bauer, the Chief Operating Officer at Volocopter,
which is also hoping to fly in Paris for the 2024 Olympics, said the
certifications needed from European regulators are clear and “that
gives us the opportunity” to plan with partners and determine. He
said the goal has to be an aircraft that is cheaper than a helicopter
and as safe as commercial aviation.
Sebastien Borel, Vice President Business, Lilium, which is looking to develop regional service between cities, was confident consumer demand would be strong, for instance because eVTOL aircraft
can land in many places, including on top of parking garages and
atop buildings. Another advantage highlighted by Bauer was that the
aircraft can fly into the center of cities, rather than needing to stay on
the edges of cities like helicopters.
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Innovations on the EBACE 2022 floor: (Clockwise From Top left) eHANG 216 on display; The Lilium mockup displayed;
Voltaero exhibit in the AAM area; and The Pipistrel Mahepa on display

Diana Cooper, Global Head of Policy and Regulations at Super- a demonstration project well underway in Singapore.
Bernhard Fragner, Founder and CEO of charter operator Glonal, said, “Developers hope to get their regulatory certifications validated across the world because companies intend to operate in mul- beAir added, “This is the next big thing. We have to do something
tiple markets. Supernal is exploring Los Angeles, CA, and recently to get people away from the large aircraft. Passion can drive a lot of
entered into an agreement with Miami, FL’s Mayor to begin there, things; I’m absolutely convinced that we’ll succeed.” However, real
said the company, which wants to operate worldwide. Battery tech- AAM deployment is more than a decade away, and likely more like
nology advancements will continue and the company will be able to 15 years out and beyond the passion we need people on the ground
which requires time and hence there will
meets its goal of launching in 2028.”
be quite a long transition phase, ChrisIntegrating the infinite flexibility and
tophe Lapierre, Group Head of Strategy
near-zero pollution promises of Advanced
and President of Business Aviation SupAir Mobility (AAM) with today’s aviaport Services with Luxaviation hightion infrastructure will require educalighted.
tion, negotiation and patience – perhaps a
Coordination with the existing air trafdecade or more, noted experts at EBACE
Integrating the
fic control infrastructure is also critical.
2022. Hundreds of companies are developinfinite flexibility and
“ATC personnel can put existing aircraft
ing AAM products, said session moderator
into holding patterns, which won’t be posAdam Twidell of OneSky. All of them face
near-zero pollution
sible with short-range AAM craft. The
not only the challenge of certifying a new
promises of advanced
digitisation of aviation needs to continue
breed of aircraft, but of finding customers
at a very fast pace,” said Diego Magrini,
who will be able to operate those aircraft in
air mobility (AAM)
Founder and CEO of data specialist avioways that are different from today’s operatwith today’s aviation
wiki.
ing environment.
infrastructure will
The experts also underlined that AAM
“We’re creating a new industry,” said
depends
on coordination between not only
Damian Kysely, EMEA Infrastructure
require education,
aircraft developers but energy companies
Chief at the UK’s SkyPorts, which sees
negotiation and
and infrastructure developers, and that
AAM aircraft displacing helicopters. The
integration is crucial to establish this side
company is building a network of vertipatience
of the industry and see it flourish. BAI
ports in London, with others planned, and
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